Jay Abraham’s…

“Fixing the Chinks in Your
Entrepreneurial Armor”
Event Overview

Hello Friend:
Are you constantly driven to distraction at your business?
Does writing emails, texts, and using your mobile phone dominate your
time, your day? Are you stuck  often struggling to focus?
Do you really think multitasking works? Or are you getting further behind 
and more out of control?
Do you get constantly get diverted, derailed from one project to another?
Rarely finishing any?
Do you have a list of projects you want to do? Need to do? But never do.
Do you worry? And if so, do you worry alone in a vacuum?
At night… in the car… at the office… at social affairs?
Are you always trying to be the hero to both clients and staff?
Always trying to come up with ALL the solutions and answers yourself?
Are you stuck? Overwhelmed? Always doing things without the help of
others, never collaborating or cooperating with anyone else  because you
can’t  or simply don’t know how?
Do you underachieve your efforts? Do you underperform your activities?
Do you drop the ball or (unknowingly) limit or restrict the results your
business achieves or deserves?
Is this eating away at your ambitions? Destroying your senses of

accomplishment?
Are you never content?
Would you like to understand, then learn how to masterfully manage and
maintain maximum focus  optimize achievements, and have a grounded
balance between work and personal life?
Would you like to harness the enormous power of your mind, doubling, re
doubling, or perhaps even redoubling again your performance,
achievements, profits, and fulfillment?
What about the profound power of human connection… wouldn’t you like
to better master that?
Or, how about harnessing the power of emotions to maximum ethical
advantage? Or, the power of structured thinking? (Few people I meet even
grasp its magnitude).
What would it be like if you were distracted no more? Laserfocused.
Monumentally effective, powerfully impactful, and joyously happy?
My good friend, Dr. Edward (Ned) Hallowell is recognized – worldwide, as
THE foremost expert on entrepreneurial ADD/ADHD.
He believes that today, ALL of us entrepreneurs, due to pressures and
demands  and diversions, go into phases of ADD/ADHD moments
throughout our business day  ALL OF US.
Ned believes entrepreneurs (like you) are gifted human beings, but also
tormented human beings. Because you allow the paradoxical side of your
talent and skills to pollute and take over your thinking and conduct. And he
knows that THAT need not be the case for you.
But that needn’t happen anymore for 12 of you, if you join Ned and me in
Los Angeles on August 2123.
Highlydriven, highprofit entrepreneurs often have “race car minds, but
bicycle brakes.” This causes you to be indiscriminate in thinking, making
decisions you shouldn’t commit to. Going into actions too soon, to
aggressive, causes you not to see yourself accurately, restricts your ability
to grasp your business problems, potential situations, and the implications
of your business and personal actions properly.

Ned and I want to help a dozen serious, highachieving but highly
distracted entrepreneurs achieve maximum balance and success in both
their business and personal lives.
So we’re collaborating together  to conduct a bold, daring, experimental,
12persononly experience in gaining and maintaining super focus,
balance, business and life performance. We’re calling it FIXING THE
CHINKS IN YOUR ENTREPRENEURIAL ARMOR. It’s unlike any program,
seminar, or experience we’ve ever conducted.
The encounter is a "firsttimeever" collaboration between Ned Hallowell
and me. It’s strictly an experimental design  only offered to outrageously
driven, awesomely ambitious, fanatical goaloriented entrepreneurs who
sense the need to harness their drive, creativity, ambition and personal
lives into something far more magnificent!
It’s a handson, highly individualized process and program that helps each
handselected participant gain control over their outofbalance self and
leave the event in absolute control.
The unimaginable outcome of experiencing this twoandahalf day
experimental program is… multiplied personal performance, magnified
business performance, monumental balanced business and personal life,
magnificent accomplishment, incredible control, loss of stress and anxiety,
and so much more.
Now, the rub.
Due to my schedule, it has to be conducted on August 2123. So this is
very short notice. The people who need it, the entrepreneurs who “get it”,
the ones who perceive what we are offering, will change their schedules,
make the time, and be there. The ones that won’t, won’t.
The cost is $5,000, and it’s not designed for anyone wishing to continue
this “selfimposed” life of freneticism, frustration, fatigue, etc.
This program is designed to liberate, emancipate, motivate in the most
actionbased way, and eliminate all the distractions, all the conflictions, all
the constraints that are keeping you from achieving the greatest business
and personal life imaginable.
If you are at a business crossroads in your life and know that you can’t

continue operating this way for the betterment of yourself, your life, your
health, your business or your ambitions, you should probably contact Rob
Colasanti at RobColasanti@abraham.com.
I apologize for the tightness of the date.
If you go here, you will see a selfdiagnostic assessment, and see if it
describes who, what, and where you’re at in your business and personal
life.
If it does  and IF you contact Rob quickly enough  you can be one of the
dozen entrepreneurs we work with at this experimental program.
Also, at the link, you’ll listen to a onehour interview we’ve conducted with
Ned that either describes your situation to a “T”, or doesn’t. Again, go here.
There, you’ll also see some video footage. Ned has been repeatedly
featured on Dr. Oz, CBS, ABC, Dr. Phil, and a multitude of other programs.
He has written many bestselling books you can easily find
on Amazon.com.
I met him. I related to him. I am one of the people I am describing. I love
his work. I love his perspective. I have never collaborated on a project this
meaningful and important to me. As you can easily see by doing the math,
this is not a big profit endeavor for me.
It is a first time, highly experimental “Beta” experiment he and I are doing
together to refine and fortify our ability to collaborate to bring enormous
and monumentally positive, transformative results in business performance
and personal balance to entrepreneurs who really need it.
Because the time is brief, I am not going to try and hardsell anyone. I only
want 12 of you. It’s going to be held at a very serene, waterside harbor
outside of Los Angeles. The process is highly unusual in the most positive
sense. It employs short, intensive, comprehensive, accelerated and
compressed learning with extensive interaction.
Ned and I are doing it together, so it promises to be a wildly fun time,
because both of us have ADHD  so prepare for a wild and zany
transformative experience unlike anything else you’ve ever done.
If this speaks to you, contact Rob immediately, because 12 of you will be
there and the other multiple thousands won’t.
Jay

